This paper presents our machine translation system that developed for the WAT2016 evaluation tasks of ja-en, ja-zh, en-ja, zh-ja, JPCja-en, JPCja-zh, JPCen-ja, JPCzh-ja. We build our system based on encoder-decoder framework by integrating recurrent neural network (RNN) and gate recurrent unit (GRU), and we also adopt an attention mechanism for solving the problem of information loss. Additionally, we propose a simple translation-specific approach to resolve the unknown word translation problem. Experimental results show that our system performs better than the baseline statistical machine translation (SMT) systems in each task. Moreover, it shows that our proposed approach of unknown word translation performs effectively improvement of translation results.
Introduction
Our system is constructed by using the framework of neural machine translation (NMT). NMT is a recently proposed approach to machine translation. Unlike the traditional SMT, the NMT aims at building a single neural network that can be jointly turned to maximize the translation performance (Kalchbrenner et al., 2013; Sutskever et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2014) .
Most of the existing NMT models are built based on Encoder-Decoder framework (Sutskever et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2014) . The encoder network encodes the source sentence into a vector, the decoder generates a target sentence. While early models encode the source sentence into a fixed-length vector. For instance, Bahdanau et al. advocate the attention mechanism to dynamically generate a context vector of the whole source sentence (Bahdanau et al., 2014) for improving the performance of the NMT. Recently, a large amount of research works focus on the attention mechanism (Cheng et al., 2015; Firat et al., 2016) .
In this paper, we adopt RNN, GRU and attention mechanism to build an Encoder-Decoder network as our machine translation system. Figure 1 shows the framework of our NMT.
x Experiment results show that our system achieved significantly higher BLEU scores compared to the traditional SMT system. Figure 2 shows the structure of our NMT system. Our system consists three parts: training part, decode part and the post-processing part of our proposed approach of unknown word processing.
System overview

Word segmentation
We use Stanford POS Tagger 1 and Juman 2 to do Chinese and Japanese segmentation processing, respectively. For English word segmentation, we use Moses tokenizer 3 . All these tools are the same as baseline systems tools.
Lookup table
For each word of source sentence， we obtain its embedding by using the source vocabulary, and for each target word of being predicted, we obtain its embedding with the target vocabulary. The source vocabulary and target vocabulary were regarded as part of the Encoder-Decoder network and the word embeddings will be tuned together with other parameters.
Encoder
In the encoder part, in order to make the annotation of each position of the source sequence, it consists two parts, both of the preceding words and the following words. We use a bidirectional RNN (BiRNN) to encode the source sentence (Schuster et al., 1997) . We selecting GRU as the update function of hidden states of the BiRNN, which was proposed by Cho et al. to make each recurrent unit to adaptively capture dependencies of different time scales.
Decoder
The decoder is constructed with another RNN, we use this RNN to predict each target word and finally generate an output sequence as the translated result sentence. We also select GRU as the update function of this RNN. We use a context vector which is dynamically generated by the attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014) , as the input of the decode RNN.
Tune
After generating the output sequence, a softmax function is applied to calculate the cross-entropy as the cost which is used to compute grads of all parameters. We use the method of Adadelta (Zeiler et al., 2012) to tune the parameters.
Approach of Unknown Words translation problem
As the size of vocabulary of target language is limited owing to decoding complexity, there may be unknown words from the target vocabulary in the translation processing. This is a key point of existing NMTs.
In our system, we adopt a simple translation-specific approach to solve this problem. Firstly, we get a bilingual dictionary using GIZA++ 4 . In decoding, each word, including unknown words, in the translation are matched with each word in the source, Secondly, we find the source word corresponding to unknown word with largest score in the decoder attention mechanism. For each unknown word, our approach can automatically select its corresponding word in the source sentence according to its matching scores. Then, we can use the translation of the corresponding source word to replace unknown word.
Evaluation
We participated in all tasks related to Chinese and Japanese and English.
Dataset
We use the given data of Asian Scientific Paper Excerpt Corpus (ASPEC) 5 For long sentence, we discarded all of the sentences which length with more than 50 words on both source and target side.
Training details
We defined hyper-parameters for each task as follows: On ASPEC-JE corpus, the vocabulary size of English side is 40k while Japanese side is 30k. The number of hidden units is 1000 for both encoder and decoder. And the word embedding dimension is 600 for English side and 500 for Japanese side. For reducing training time and giving full play to the advantages of GPU, we choice 128 sentences as a batch to train together. The dropout rate (Srivastava et al., 2014) in the last layer of the network is set to 0.5 to avoid overfitting. For reducing searching space, we use beam-search algorithm (Tillmann et al., 2003) in the decoder, the beam size is set to 10.
On the other three corpuses, the hyper-parameters are the same, excepting the vocabulary size and word embedding dimension are different. They are set as fallows.
On ASPEC-JC corpus, the vocabulary size of Chinese side is 20k while Japanese side is 20k. And the word embedding dimension is 500 for Chinese side and 500 for Japanese side.
On JPC-JE corpus, the vocabulary size of English side is 30k while Japanese side is 30k. And the word embedding dimension is 500 for English side and 500 for Japanese side.
On JPC-JC corpus, the vocabulary size of Chinese side is 30k while Japanese side is 30k. And the word embedding dimension is 500 for Chinese side and 500 for Japanese side.
Evaluating results
We evaluated the performance of our two systems, one is the NMT system named as GRUSearch, the other is NMT system named as GRUSearch+UNKreplace, which adopted unknown word solution processing. For comparison, we also conducted evaluation experiments by using the three baseline systems provided by the organizers: Phrase-based SMT, Tree-to-String SMT, Hierarchical Phrase-based SMT.
For automatic evaluation, we use the standard BLEU and RIBES metrics. We also demonstrate the comparison results on BLEU and on RIBES in Figure 3 and Figure 4 , separately. As shown in the above tables and figures, our systems, both the GRUSearch+UNKreplace and GRUSearch outperformed the baseline systems in most tasks. In addition, our system with unknown word solution, GRUSearch+UNKreplace performed much better than the system without the unknown word solution, GRUSearch. It is proved that our unknown word translation approach is effective. Therefore, we submitted GRUSearch+UNKreplace to WAT2016 for human evaluation. And all the Pairwise scores of our tasks except JPCja-zh are much bigger than zero, which further proved that GRUSearch+UN-Kreplace performed better than baseline system. Specifically, in the JPCja-en task, GRUSearch+UNKreplace achieved an improvement of 7.22 of BLEU score, compared with T2S SMT. GRUSearch+UNKreplace also achieved an improvement of 3.49 of BLEU, compared with GRUSearch. It means that the effectiveness of our unknown word resolution achieved good performance by the support of a better attention network, and a better dictionary, which obtained from higher quality of training data. However, our model shows great difference in different tasks, in two tasks, our system performs even worse than the baseline systems. It is considered that we need do more works to find the best hyperparameters of these tasks. The hyper-parameter optimization will be one of the most important tasks of our future work.
Conclusion
In this paper, we described our NMT system which used RNN and GRU, and we adopt the attention mechanism into the encoder-decoder network. We also presented a translation-specific approach to solve the unknown words translation problem. Experiment results show that our system performs good performance in most of the evaluation tasks.
However, there exists some space to improve the performance of our system: The solution for dealing with unknown words is still an open question; Hyper-parameter optimization is one of the most important tasks in NMT system. We also will try to integrate morphological features such as part-ofspeech tags, syntactic dependency labels as input features into NMT systems, to improve model quality, aiming at further improvement of translation results.
